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The Little Prince and nbsp;(French: and nbsp;Le Petit Prince) is a and nbsp;novella and nbsp;by
French aristocrat, writer, and aviator and nbsp;Antoine de Saint-Exupéry. It was first published in En-
glish and French in the US by and nbsp;Reynal and amp; Hitchcock and nbsp;in April 1943, and
posthumously in France following the and nbsp;liberation of France and nbsp;as Saint-Exupéry's
works had been banned by the and nbsp;Vichy Regime. The story follows a young prince who visits
various planets in space, including Earth, and addresses themes of loneliness, friendship, love, and
loss. Despite its style as a children's book, and nbsp;The Little Prince and nbsp;makes observations
about life, adults and human nature. The Little Prince and nbsp;became Saint-Exupéry's most suc-
cessful work, selling an estimated 140 million copies worldwide, which makes it one of the and nb-
sp;best-selling and nbsp;and and nbsp;most translated books and nbsp;ever published. and nbsp;It
has been translated into 301 languages and dialects. and nbsp;The Little Prince and nbsp;has been
adapted to numerous art forms and media, including audio recordings, radio plays, live stage, film,
television, ballet, and opera.
Story of Artaban, the "fourth wise man," who sold all he possessed and bought three jewels to pre-
sent to the Christ child. He helped people while on his search for the new-born Messiah, and fulfilled
his goal on the day of Christ's Crucifixion. Artaban could not have predicted how his eventful journey
would end.
A sudden invasion by a powerful demon threatens ancient Southeast Asia and the whole world. Dev,
a mythical and immortal being from the island of Tumasik, must now race against time to gather the
five chosen by the Sacred Guardian Spirits in order to fight this terrifying threat. Follow Dev on his
epic  quest  to  different  areas  of  the  region  as  he  attempts  to  gather  the  Sacred  Guardians,  who
would become the last hope of mankind.
England, 1326. Edward II has been dethroned. Queen Isabella and her lover, Sir Roger Mortimer, are
at the pinnacle of their power. Fated to rule, Isabella's son becomes King Edward III at the callow age
of fourteen. Young Edward, however, must bide his time as the loyal son until he can break the
shackles of his minority and dissolve the regency council which dictates his every action. When the
former king is found mysteriously dead in his cell, the truth becomes obscured and Isabella can no
longer trust her own memory . . . or confide in those closest to her. Meanwhile, she struggles to keep
her beloved Mortimer at her side and gain yet another crown-France's-for the son who no longer
trusts her. Amidst a maelstrom of shifting loyalties, accusations of murder propel England to the
brink of civil war. In the sequel to Isabeau, secrecy and treason, conspiracy and revenge once again
overtake England. The future rests in the hands of a mother and son whose bonds have reached a
breaking point.
The British Study Edition of the Urantia Papers is based on the standard SRT text, but uses the met-
ric system and adds a critical apparatus of textual variants and study notes.
In this dark, action-packed fourth book in the New York Times bestselling Dorothy Must Die series,
Amy Gumm travels from Oz to the twisted land of Ev, where she fights to free Oz from evil once and
for all. My name is Amy Gumm. You might remember me as the other girl from Kansas. When a tor-
nado swept me away to the magical land of Oz, I was given a mission: Dorothy must die. That’s
right, everyone’s favorite Wicked-Witch-slayer had let the magic of Oz corrupt her. She turned evil.
So I killed her. But just when we thought it was safe to start rebuilding the damaged land of Oz, we
were betrayed. Now I’m following the Road of Yellow Brick as it helps me escape toward the mysteri-
ous land of Ev, where the Nome King rules a bleak and angry world. And what I’m about to find is
shocking: My original mission may not have been successful. I thought my job was over, but it’s only
just beginning. And it’s up to me to foil Dorothy’s plans for revenge—and finally save the land I’ve
come to love.
Born in the stables of the Sultan of Morocco, an Arabian stallion named Sham is taken to England,
along with the loyal yet mute Arab stable boy who tends to him, and becomes one of the founding
sires of the Thoroughbred breed.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America,
and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work,
as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and
we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and re-
published using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy--
to-read typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Once upon a time, the Scarecrow's only wish was to have a brain. This digital original novella is the
fifth installment in the prequel arc to the edgy and thrilling New York Times bestsellers Dorothy Must
Die and The Wicked Will Rise and follows the Scarecrow after he finally gets his wish. In The Wonder-
ful Wizard of Oz, the Scarecrow received the gift of a brain from the Wizard and was appointed the
new ruler of Oz. In The Straw King, the Scarecrow's tale takes a crooked turn when his reign is threat-
ened.  With faith in his  newfound wisdom shaken,  the Scarecrow will  turn to anyone who can
help—even if others have their own interests at heart. The Straw King by Danielle Paige is a dark
and compelling reimagining of a beloved classic and is perfect for fans of Cinder by Marissa Meyer,
Beastly by Alex Flinn, and Wicked by Gregory Maguire.
Alice in Wonderland (also known as Alice's Adventures in Wonderland), from 1865, is the peculiar
and imaginative tale of a girl who falls down a rabbit-hole into a bizarre world of eccentric and unusu-
al creatures. Lewis Carroll's prominent example of the genre of "literary nonsense" has endured in
popularity with its clever way of playing with logic and a narrative structure that has influence gener-
ations of fiction writing.
New York Times Bestseller and Man Booker Prize Finalist: A novel of ancient Greece by the author Hi-
lary Mantel calls “a shining light.” Alexander the Great stands alone as a leader and strategist, and
Fire from Heaven is Mary Renault’s unsurpassed dramatization of the formative years of his life. His
parents fight for their precocious son’s love: On one side, his volatile father, Philip, and on the other,
his overbearing mother, Olympias. The story tells of the conqueror’s two great bonds—to his horse,
Oxhead, and to his dearest friend and eventual lover, Hephaistion—and of the army he commands
when he is barely an adult. Coming of age during the battles for southern Greece, Alexander the

Great appears in all of his colors—as the man who first takes someone’s life at age twelve and who
swiftly eliminates his rivals as soon as he comes to power—and emerges as a captivating, complex,
larger-than-life figure. Fire from Heaven is the first volume of the Novels of Alexander the Great trilo-
gy, which continues with The Persian Boy and Funeral Games. This ebook features an illustrated biog-
raphy of Mary Renault including rare images of the author. “Mary Renault is a shining light to both
historical novelists and their readers. She does not pretend the past is like the present, or that the
people of ancient Greece were just like us. She shows us their strangeness; discerning, sure-footed,
challenging our values, piquing our curiosity, she leads us through an alien landscape that moves
and delights us.” —Hilary Mantel
The Prince Must Die, by Gower Leconfield breaks all taboos for mystery thrillers. After the "powers
that be" suppressed the manuscripts of three major British writers, Dandelion Books breaks through
with a thriller involving a plot to assassinate Prince Charles. Definitely not your run of the mill cozy
mystery, The Prince Must Die brings to life a Britain of today that is on the edge with race riots, neo--
Nazis, hard right backlash and neo-punk nihilists. The plot of the hard right is to assassinate Prince
Charles and install Prince William on the throne, to insure the continuity of the monarchy. A work of
fiction in the spirit of both The Day of the Jackal and The Picture of Dorian Gray, The Prince Must Die
is riveting entertainment. You will not be able to put it down.
Drawn  from  over  fifty-eight  individual,  in-depth,  qualitative  interviews  with  women  of  faith  in
Malaysia and Britain, Women of Faith and the Quest for Spiritual Authenticity is a multifaith, multicul-
tural and cross-cultural comparative focus that explores women’s religious expressions, as derived
from practising Buddhists, Hindus, Christians, Muslims, Jews, Wiccans and Druids among others. De-
spite social advances towards women’s emancipation and the lacerating critiques from feminist the-
ologians across the Abrahamic religions and beyond, women’s religious experiences remain sub-
merged beneath the weight of patriarchal religious leadership and ongoing masculinised, dogmatic
interpretations. Even feminism itself has yet to move the spiritual onto their main agenda of inequity
in women’s lives. This extensive, feminist research monograph challenges these exclusions to centre
and amplify women’s voices in speaking powerfully of their religious experiences, interpretations
and practices. This is an ecumenical and entertaining ethnography where women’s narratives and
life stories ground faith as embodied, personal, painful, vibrant, diverse, illuminating and shared.
This book will of interest not only to academics and students of the sociology of religion, feminist
and gender studies, politics, ethnicity and Southeast Asian studies, but is equally accessible to the
general reader broadly interested in faith and feminism.
Nicomachean Ethics Aristotle - The Nicomachean Ethics is one of Aristotle's most widely read and in-
fluential  works.  Ideas  central  to  ethics—that  happiness  is  the  end  of  human endeavor,  that  moral
virtue is formed through action and habituation, and that good action requires prudence—found
their most powerful proponent in the person medieval scholars simply called "the Philosopher." Draw-
ing on their intimate knowledge of Aristotle's thought, Robert C. Bartlett and Susan D. Collins have
produced here an English-language translation of the Ethics that is as remarkably faithful to the origi-
nal as it is graceful in its rendering. Aristotle is well known for the precision with which he chooses
his words, and in this elegant translation his work has found its ideal match. Bartlett and Collins pro-
vide copious notes and a glossary providing context and further explanation for students, as well as
an introduction and a substantial interpretive essay that sketch central arguments of the work and
the seminal place of Aristotle's Ethics in his political philosophy as a whole. The Nicomachean Ethics
has engaged the serious interest of readers across centuries and civilizations—of peoples ancient,
medieval, and modern; pagan, Christian, Muslim, and Jewish—and this new edition will take its place
as the standard English-language translation.
One  day  Sophie  comes  home  from  school  to  find  two  questions  in  her  mail:  "Who  are  you?"  and
"Where does the world come from?" Before she knows it she is enrolled in a correspondence course
with a mysterious philosopher. Thus begins Jostein Gaarder's unique novel, which is not only a mys-
tery, but also a complete and entertaining history of philosophy.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Stephen King’s terrifying novella about a town engulfed in a
dense, mysterious mist as humanity makes its last stand against unholy destruction—originally pub-
lished in the acclaimed short story collection Skeleton Crew and made into a TV series, as well as a
feature film starring Thomas Jane and Marcia Gay Harden. In the wake of a summer storm, terror de-
scends...David Drayton, his son Billy, and their neighbor Brent Norton join dozens of others and head
to the local grocery store to replenish supplies following a freak storm. Once there, they become
trapped by a strange mist  that  has enveloped the town. As the confinement takes its  toll  on their
nerves, a religious zealot, Mrs. Carmody, begins to play on their fears to convince them that this is
God’s vengeance for their sins. She insists a sacrifice must be made and two groups—those for and
those against—are aligned. Clearly, staying in the store may prove fatal, and the Draytons, along
with store employee Ollie Weeks, Amanda Dumfries, Irene Reppler, and Dan Miller, attempt to make
their escape. But what’s out there may be worse than what they left behind. This exhilarating novel-
la explores the horror in both the enemy you know—and the one you can only imagine.
The sixth installment of Bernard Cornwell’s New York Times bestselling series chronicling the epic sa-
ga of the making of England, “like Game of Thrones, but real” (The Observer, London)—the basis for
The Last Kingdom, the hit television series. As the ninth century wanes, Alfred the Great lies dying,
his lifelong goal of a unified England in peril, his kingdom on the brink of chaos. Though his son, Ed-
ward, has been named his successor, there are other Saxon claimants to the throne—as well as am-
bitious pagan Vikings to the north. Torn between his vows to Alfred and the desire to reclaim his
long-lost ancestral lands in the north, Uhtred, Saxon-born and Viking-raised, remains the king’s warri-
or but has sworn no oath to the crown prince. Now he must make a momentous decision that will for-
ever transform his life and the course of history: to take up arms—and Alfred’s mantle—or lay down
his sword and let his liege’s dream of a unified kingdom die along with him.
Why buy our paperbacks? Standard Font size of 10 for all books High Quality Paper Fulfilled by Ama-
zon Expedited shipping 30 Days Money Back Guarantee BEWARE of Low-quality sellers Don't buy
cheap paperbacks just to save a few dollars. Most of them use low-quality papers & binding. Their
pages fall off easily. Some of them even use very small font size of 6 or less to increase their profit
margin. It makes their books completely unreadable. How is this book unique? Unabridged (100%
Original content) Font adjustments & biography included Illustrated About The Fall Of The House Of
Usher: By Edgar Allan Poe The story begins with the unnamed narrator arriving at the house of his
friend, Roderick Usher, having received a letter from him in a distant part of the country complaining
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of an illness and asking for his help. As he arrives, the narrator notes a thin crack extending from the
roof, down the front of the building and into the lake. Although Poe wrote this short story before the
invention of modern psychological science, Roderick's condition can be described according to its ter-
minology. It includes a form of sensory overload known as hyperesthesia (hypersensitivity to tex-
tures, light, sounds, smells and tastes), hypochondria (an excessive preoccupation or worry about
having a serious illness) and acute anxiety. It is revealed that Roderick's twin sister, Madeline, is also
ill and falls into cataleptic, deathlike trances. The narrator is impressed with Roderick's paintings,
and attempts to cheer him by reading with him and listening to his improvised musical compositions
on the guitar. Roderick sings "The Haunted Palace", then tells the narrator that he believes the
house he lives in to be alive, and that this sentience arises from the arrangement of the masonry
and vegetation surrounding it.
The first book-length study to explore the importance of genre fiction for the body of literature we
call lesbian modernismElizabeth English explores the aesthetic dilemma prompted by the censorship
of Radclyffe Hall's novel The Well of Loneliness in 1928. Faced with legal and financial reprisals, wom-
en writers were forced to question how they might represent lesbian identity and desire. Modernist
experimentation has often been seen as a response to this problem, but English breaks new ground
by arguing that popular genre fictions offered a creative strategy against the threat of detection and
punishment. Her study examines a range of responses to this dilemma by offering illuminating close
readings of fantasy, crime, and historical fictions written by both mainstream and modernist authors.
English introduces hitherto neglected women writers from diverse backgrounds and draws on archi-
val material examined here for the first time to remap the topography of 1920s-1940s lesbian litera-
ture and to reevaluate the definition of lesbian modernism.Key Features:Rethinks the lesbian moder-
nist  project  to  demonstrate  that  genre fiction not  only  influenced modernist  writers  such as  Woolf
and Stein but also found its way into their ostensibly highbrow workBrings to light hitherto neglected
mainstream writers working in popular genres who contributed to the lesbian modernist aestheticSit-
uates  Katharine  Burdekin  within  the  context  of  lesbian  modernism  for  the  first  time,  employing
hitherto unseen archive material (including letters and manuscripts)Divided into three broad multi-
-author genres (fantasy, historical and detective fictions), the study covers popular fictions such as
utopian writing, the supernatural, historical biography, historical romance, and the classic country--
house crime novel
This teacher manual is based on the book, Know Your Bible, which shows that as believers, it is vital
that we are well-grounded in the truth of God’s Word in order to stand strong in the coming days.
Having a comprehensive overview of the Bible is a must, and it will become a reality through read-
ing this anointed book. In this survey of the 27 books of the New Testament Dr. Bailey focuses on
key concepts in each of the studies, and has interspersed many wonderful insights from his vast ex-
perience. Through this well-written survey, you will easily grasp the salient truths that flow through
the pages of God’s Book and gain a greater desire to study His Word.
Detailed summaries of great literature.
Classical Mythology: Images and Insights approaches the study of myths through complete works of
Greco-Roman literature, including six complete Greek dramas and generous excerpts from the narra-
tives of Homer, Hesiod, Virgil, and Ovid, and through carefully chosen examples of classical works of
art, both painting and sculpture. Combining literary masterpieces with the visual arts, this integra-
tive approach offers readers a comprehensive experience with both cognitive and aesthetic appeal.
The bestselling editor of This Explains Everything brings together 175 of the world’s most brilliant
minds to tackle Edge.org’s 2014 question: What scientific idea has become a relic blocking human
progress? Each year, John Brockman, publisher of Edge.org—”The world’s smartest website” (The
Guardian)—challenges some of the world’s greatest scientists, artists, and philosophers to answer a
provocative question crucial to our time. In 2014 he asked 175 brilliant minds to ponder: What scien-
tific idea needs to be put aside in order to make room for new ideas to advance? The answers are as
surprising as they are illuminating. In : Steven Pinker dismantles the working theory of human be-
havior Richard Dawkins renounces essentialism Sherry Turkle reevaluates our expectations of artifi-
cial  intelligence  Geoffrey  West  challenges  the  concept  of  a  “Theory  of  Everything”  Andrei  Linde
suggests that our universe and its laws may not be as unique as we think Martin Rees explains why
scientific understanding is  a  limitless goal  Nina Jablonski  argues to rid  ourselves of  the concept of
race Alan Guth rethinks the origins of the universe Hans Ulrich Obrist warns against glorifying un-
limited economic growth and much more. Profound, engaging, thoughtful, and groundbreaking, This
Idea Must Die will change your perceptions and understanding of our world today . . . and tomorrow.
Ancient  Athens  paid  tribute  to  its  Cretan  overlord  each  year  by  sending  the  finest  of  its  sons  and
daughters to Crete each year to be trained for "bull-dancing", a sport that cost the Athenian youths
their lives. Theseus, prince of Athens, substitutes himself for one of the youths and sails out to meet
his fate in the ring.
The authoritative edition of William Shakespeare’s historic play Henry V from the Folger Shakes-
peare Library, the trusted and widely used Shakespeare series for both students and general read-
ers. Henry V is Shakespeare’s most famous “war play”; it includes the storied English victory over

the French at Agincourt. Some of it glorifies war, especially the choruses and Henry’s speeches urg-
ing his troops into battle. But we also hear bishops conniving for war to postpone a bill that would
tax the church, and soldiers expecting to reap profits from the conflict. Even in the speeches of Hen-
ry and his nobles, there are many chilling references to the human cost of war. The authoritative edi-
tion of Henry V from the Folger Shakespeare Library includes: –Freshly edited text based on the best
early printed version of the play –Newly revised explanatory notes conveniently placed on pages fac-
ing the text of the play –Scene-by-scene plot summaries –A key to the play’s famous lines and phras-
es –An introduction to reading Shakespeare’s language –An essay by a leading Shakespeare scholar
providing a modern perspective on the play –Fresh images from the Folger Shakespeare Library’s
vast  holdings  of  rare  books  –An  up-to-date  annotated  guide  to  further  reading  –An  essay  by
Catherine Belsey The Folger Shakespeare Library in Washington, DC, is home to the world’s largest
collection of Shakespeare’s printed works, and a magnet for Shakespeare scholars from around the
globe. In addition to exhibitions open to the public throughout the year, the folder offers a full calen-
dar of performances and programs. For more information, visit Folger.edu.
This collection of original articles covers a range of research connecting with the work of the emi-
nent linguist Ruqaiya Hasan. It contains contributions from M.A.K. Halliday, G. Williams, D. Butt, D.
Miller and M. Berry among others, an interview with Ruqaiya Hasan, and notes from the contributors
about their connection with Ruqaiya Hasan's work.
Reproduction of the original. The publishing house Megali specialises in reproducing historical works
in large print to make reading easier for people with impaired vision.
Telemachos has a comfortable life on his small island of Ithaka, where his mother Penelopeia keeps
the peace even though the land has been without its king, his father Odysseus, since the Trojan War
began many years ago. But now the people are demanding a new king, unless Telemachos can find
Odysseus and bring him home. With only a mysterious prophecy to guide him, Telemachos sets off
over sea and desert in search of the father he has never known.
There's a new wicked witch in Oz—and her name is Dorothy. This 125-page digital novella is a fresh
and edgy sequel to The Wonderful Wizard of Oz by L. Frank Baum and the prequel to the sassy new
epic adventure Dorothy Must Die. No Place Like Oz, by debut author Danielle Paige, is a compellingly
original reimagining of a beloved classic and is perfect for fans of Cinder by Marissa Meyer, Beastly
by Alex Flinn, and Wicked by Gregory Maguire. Dorothy clicked her heels three times and returned
to Kansas. The end . . . or was it? Although she's happy to be home with Aunt Em, Dorothy has re-
gretted her decision to leave Oz ever since. So when a mysterious gift arrives at her doorstep on her
sixteenth birthday, Dorothy jumps at the chance to return to the glittering city that made her a star.
Setting off for the Emerald City, Dorothy is eager to be reunited with her friends: the Scarecrow, the
Tin Woodman, and the Cowardly Lion. But she soon discovers that in the time she's been gone, Oz
has changed—and Dorothy has, too. This time, the yellow brick road leads her down a very different
path. And before her journey is through, Dorothy will find that the line between wicked and good has
become so blurred she's not sure which side of it she's on.
FROM THE AUTHOR OF THE BEAST MUST DIE - NOW A BRITBOX SERIES Respected crime writer Frank
Cairns plots the perfect murder - a murder that he himself will commit. Cairns intends to murder the
hit-and-run driver who killed his young son, but when his intended victim is found dead and Cairns
becomes the prime suspect, the author insists that he has been framed. An old friend of Cairns calls
in private detective Nigel Strangeways, who must unravel a fiendishly plotted mystery if he is to dis-
cover what really happened to George Rattery. The Beast Must Die is one of Nicholas Blake's most
acclaimed novels and was picked by the Observer as one of the 1,000 novels everyone must read. A
Nigel Strangeways murder mystery - the perfect introduction to the most charming and erudite de-
tective in Golden Age crime fiction.
The emotive nature of myth lays the foundation of the research proposed for this trilingual volume.
The book provides a thorough and multifaceted study that offers guidelines and models capable of
interpreting mythical-emotional phenomena. It represents a major contribution to a more informed
understanding of an important part of the writing and art of modernity and post-modernity, as well
as cultures and thought of contemporary society.
A half-mad, alcoholic Edgar Allan Poe aims to defeat an occultist’s terrifying plot in this “intelligent,
suspenseful” thriller set in 1840s New York (Booklist). It is said that beneath Solomon’s glorious
throne, books that gave the fabled king control over life, death, and demonic power were buried.
The throne has been lost for millennia, but now one man seeks to find it and harness its secrets to
unleash hell upon the world. Jonathan is the most powerful psychic on earth, and in service of his
god, Lucifer, he will tear civilization apart. To combat his dark designs, mankind’s hopes rest on a
troubled author named Edgar Allan Poe. In the shadows of New York City, Poe drowns his talent in
rotgut gin, trying to forget the death of his beloved wife. A bare-knuckle fighter named Pierce James
Figg arrives with a letter of introduction from Charles Dickens, begging for Poe’s help chasing down
the power-mad devil worshiper. Now, writer and fighter must stand together to save humanity from
a darkness beyond even Poe’s tortured imagination. This fast-paced tale of historical supernatural
suspense, which Booklist hailed as “unfailingly readable and terrifically well-written,” provides “one
cliffhanging chapter after another” (Kirkus Reviews).


